Question

[2]

What is the image’s date, title, & creator? 1905, The close of a
career in New York, Joseph Byron.
What type of person might have created this image, and for
what purpose? Joseph Byron emigrated from England to NYC and
gained fame by photographing Broadway actors and actresses for
American magazines [6]. He developed an early “flash” (illumination
by controlled magnesium flare) and used it to capture the slums of
NYC’s Lower East Side at night [3]. Those photographs helped make
known the squalor and plight of the poor and caused mass public
outrage when it was published in 1905. It helped motivate
concerned people to better protect of the children and promote
public health.

The smaller boy standing on the left is holding a stick and has a
box to his left. Big puddles of something (?) exist in the middle of
the cobblestone road although it doesn’t look rainy. There are
badly dilapidated wooden walls behind the kids. This could be
lower socio-economic area of town. There is a gas street lamp that
appear to be off. Perhaps the lamp is electric; electric lamps were
introduced around this time .

Observe

McDermott-Bunger is painted on the building in the center
of the photograph. As of 1903, it was a dairy company
located at 527 West 125th Street [5] and there was a stable of
delivery horses nearby from which this horse probably
originated. Byron may be advocating for these children
specifically (and the less-fortunate in general) as a sort of
“muckraking” reformer [3]. The focus here is on the neglected
children who are among the most vulnerable in society.
Perhaps these children are immigrants who’s parents are
working and that is why they are left alone. NYC in this era
was transformed by immigration and urbanization: as were
San Francisco and Chicago [4].

Joseph Byron. (1905). The close of a career in New York. [1]

Was it personal or published, candid or posed, amateur or
professional? Joseph, his father, grandfather, great-grandfather,
and his son were all professional photographers. Joseph founded
the “Byron Company” photography studio in NYC. He also worked
for the New York Times and was therefore a professional who
published his photographs. Also, the children, while not stricly
posed, are looking at the camera (one child is pointing at the
photographer).

There are several kids (males?) within in a few feet of a dead horse:
they seem to be playing in a deep gutters and puddles of (presumably) sewage. The kids seem disinterested in the dead horse,
perhaps becuase they have already thoroughly investigated it. Most
of the kids are looking at the photographer and one is pointing at
the camera. The kids’ clothes look simple: shorts, light jackets, and
all but one seem to be wearing shoes. Two kids are wearing hats.
The small child to the right of the street lamp seems to be wandering alone.

This seems to be an ordinary day in the lives of these citizens (not noticably a holiday or parade event). No
one is paying special attention to the dead horse, they don’t seem even slightly out-of-sorts, this is apparently routine. The kids are playing in a street gutter, where sewage and waste would be flowing out of the city.
No adult seems to be watching after the kids. The adults in the background are busily attending to their own
business affairs. The automobiles in the street could be versions of Ford’s Model C.
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Reflect
In about one sentence state the image’s overall message. Without intervention, poor children will be left to suffer and die in filthy
conditions... the “land of opportunity” who called for the world’s
“tired, poor, huddled masses” (Statue of Liberty; Emma Lazarus'
poem The New Colossus) must do more to protect and provide for
those poor and needy.
How does this image compare with other evidence? Close of a
Career (CC) relates to both Hull House Nursery (HHN) “Shorpy” Higginbotham (SH) in that they all feature children in very desperate
situations. They all call for citizen action; to support Progressives
and social reforms. HHN and SH both have kids being “overseen” by
an adult, but CC has kids completely unattended. Both SH and CC
display problems of society, while HHN displays an attempted
remedy.
Why might other evidence (messages and data) agree or
disagree with this image? While their messages slightly differ, all
three attempts to make the case that humane remedies for inhumane conditions are not only needed they actually work – if good
citizens support them!
What else do you need or want to know about this image? Is
this squalor and filth indicative of the immigrant experience in the
inner-city? Is this ordinary or exceptional? What is happening
outside the mega-cities of NYC, Chicago and mining regions?

